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Abstract

A hydrogen-air ignition torch concept that had

been used successfully in two rocket engine test facilities

to consume excess hydrogen in their exhausters at at-

mospheric conditions was experimentally evaluated and

developed in an altitude test facility at NASA Lewis
Research Center. The idea was to use several of these

torches in conjunction with hydrogen detectors and

dilution air to prevent excess accumulation of unburned

hydrogen or mixtures of hydrogen and air exceeding the

sea-level lower flammability ]hnit in the altitude facility

exhaust system during hydrogen-fueled propulsion

system tests. The torches were evaluated for a range of
fuel-to-air ratios from 0.09 to 0.89 and for a range of

exit diameters from 19/64 to 49/64 in. From the results
of these tests a torch geometry and a fuel-to-air ratio

were selected that produced a reasonably sized torch

exhaust flame for consumption of unburned hydrogen at

altitude pressures from sea level to 4 psia.

Introduction

The NASA Lewis Research Center Propulsion Sys-

tems Laboratory (PSL) altitude test facility was modi-

fied to support hypersonic propulsion research. The

addition of high-energy gaseous makeup oxygen and two

hydrogen fuel systems for an air heater and test article

were part of this endeavor. During the PSL modifica-

tions a major worry was the disposition of unburned

hydrogen in the facility and its exhaust system. For per-

formance requirements air-breathing, hydrogen-fueled

hypersonic engines run fuel rich. In addition, unburned

hydrogen may be present because of a no-ignition condi-

tion, fitting leaks, or a ruptured hydrogen line. All of

these excess hydrogen sources, if not handled properly,

could cause hydrogen to accumulate in the exhaust ducts

of the test facility and had to an explosion with result-

ant injury to personnel or damage to the facility. Several

methods can be used to safeguard against such a catas-

trophe: (I) use sound engineering principles in designing

the system, (2)closely monitor the system for any

anomalies, ($)dilute any hydrogen in the exhaust

system to prevent flammable or explosive mixtures, or

(4) provide ignition sources in the exhaust system for
safe consumption of any flammable mixtures that may

OCCur.

NASA Lewis has gone to great lengths to use

sound engineering in designing, fabricating, and install-

ing oxygen and hydrogen holding and transfer systems

for the PSL altitude test facility to prevent leaks or line

breaks from occurring in the f'wst place. 1"11 The oxygen

and hydrogen systems include pressure switches for

detecting loss of operating pressures, and strategically

located hydrogen sensors are used to monitor hydrogen-

aft mixtures. Nitrogen or carbon dioxide could be added

to the exhaust system as dihents, but the amount

required would make testing prohibitively costly because

the facility usually operates continuously, up to 5 or

6 hours, during individual test periods. Combustion air

and test cur cooling air are avallabh for dilution, but

the amount may not always be sufficient, for some oper-

ating or failure scenarios, to keep the hydrogen-air

mixture in the exhaust system below the lower flamma-

bility limit. For this reason NASA Lewis chose to use
hydrogen-air ignition torches and hydrogen detectors in

conjunction with dilution air in order to prevent

hydrogen-air mixtures from reaching the sea-level lower
flammability limit. This limit was conservatively set at

4 percent hydrogen by volume in the exhaust ducts exit-

ing PSI,.

On the basis of this decision NASA Lewis entered

upon a test program to evaluate and develop a

hydrogen-air ignition torch system. The hydrogen-air
torch tests were initiated at the PSL altitude facility by

installing and evaluating the torch design used success-

fury at the NASA Lewis Rocket Engine Test Facility

(RETF) and Combustion Research Laboratory (CRL) in
their exhaust systems at atmospheric conditions. 12

Immediately, in an altitude environment the torch tests

in PSL uncovered difficulties and deficiencies that were

not encountered at atmospheric conditions. Lighting the

torch and generating a substantial exhaust flame were

impossible when the altitude pressure decreased below

4 psia. Consequently, follow-on tests with torch



modificationswererequired.Thisreportpresentsthe sourcewasdeenergized. The f'n'st torch tested, with the

detal_ of those efforts, thermocouples installed, is shown in Fig. 3.

Apparatus

PSL Facility

The hydrogen-air ignition torch evaluation and

development tests were performed in the Propulsion

Systems Laboratory (PSL) altitude test facility. Two
test chambers are located in the PSL facility. Each test

chamber is 24 ft in diameter and approximately 39 ft in

length. Generally, some of the combustion air supplied

to the test facility bypasses the test chamber while the

remaining amount, conditioned to the desired stagnation

pressure and temperature, enters the test article in a
direct-connect mode. The test chamber in the meantime

is evacuated to the desired altitude pressure. Exhaust

gases from the test article, cooling air through the test

chamber, and the bypassed combustion air are mixed
downstream of the test chamber in the facility exhaust

plenum.

One of the PSL altitude chambers (PSL-4) was

modified to support hypersonic propulsion research

(Fig. 1). The modifications included the addition of

high-energy gaseous hydrogen fuel sources for the air
heater and test article and a makeup gaseous oxygen

system. When the facility is operating, the hydrogen°

fueled air heater produces vitiated air, and the makeup

oxygen reestablishes the combustion gas oxygen content

at 21 percent by volume before it enters the test article.
The facility modifications also included the addition of

hydrogen detectors and the ignition torch system.

Hydrogen-Air Torches

All hydrogen-air torches tested in PSL were similar

in operational concept to the initial NASA Lewis RETF

and CRL torch shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The torches were

fabricated of 304 stainless steel. The torch, shown

schematically in Fig. 2, was supplied with air and

hydrogen. The flows were controlled by choked orifices

that were sized to produce an overall fuel-to-air (f/a)

ratio that was hydrogen rich (the stoichiometric f/a

ratio for hydrogen-air mixtures is 0.0293). Some of the
air cooled the combustion tube and eventually mixed

with the burning combustion tube hydrogen-alr mixture

before exiting the torch. A standard automotive spark

plug was used for the ignition source. Two closed-ball-

grounded, Chromel-Alumel, type K thermocouples were

spot welded to the exit end of each torch to monitor the

ambient temperature near the exit flame. These thermo-

couples were used to indicate and monitor torch light-off
and flame existence. Once the torch was lit, the ignition

Procedure

Afterevaluatingand selectinga hydrogen'airtorch

concept, the intentwas to installthree torches at the

exit plane of the test articleand four more farther

downstream near the top ofthe PSL exhaust plenum, as

shown in Fig. 4. Of the four torches in the exhaust

plenum, two were located upstream of the primary

coolerand penetrated the water jacket of thissection;

the other two were located near the exitof the spray

cooler section.The three torches located at the test

articledischarge,or exhaust collectorinlet,would be

spaced circumferentiallyat 120e intervalsand would be

installedso that theirflames impinged on or penetrated

the testarticledischarge flow. Figure 5 shows a sche-

matic of the torch installationat the exhaust collector

inletlocation.

The exhaust collectorinletlocationwas selectedin

an attempt to consume excess hydrogen as soon us

possible,before it could accumulate in the exhaust

plenum system. This locationwould be the most severe
environment for torch operation.Here the test article

exhaust and the test chamber cooling air enter the

exhaust collectorsimultaneously, resulting in much

highervelocitiesand disturbancesthan would be experi-

enced in the exhaust plenum. If the torches would

operateadequately in thisregion,itwas thought, they

would perform well in the exhaust plenum.

Each torch configurationinstalledat the exhaust

collectorinletlocation was supplied from a regulated

125-psigair,450-psig hydrogen system (Fig.6). Flow

rateswere calculatedfrom the torchchoked-orificeareas

and the supply pressuresand temperatures. The torch

flame size was monitored by the output of a low-

intensity-lightcamera that was displayedon a television

monitor and recorded on a video cassette recorder

(VCR) inthe facilitycontrolroom. The sizeofthe flame

was estimatedfrom a prerun calibrationby using a scale

that was placed at the discharge of the torch while it

was viewed on a televisionmonitor. Masking tape was

placedon the monitor screenatvariousscaleincrements,

providing a means for flame size estimations. For a

given torch configuration the air or hydrogen supply

pressures were varied over a wide range, producing

variations in f/a ratios. At each f/a ratio, supply

pressure and flow data were recorded and the flame size
was monitored and recorded on the VCR. The goal was

to generate a flame of sufficient size and velocity so that

it would penetrate or at least impinge on the test article

exhaust flow, thus theoretically providing an ignition

source for the excess hydrogen.



Resultsand Discussion

FirstTorch Tests

The firsttorchconfigurationtestedwas identicalto

the ones used in the atmospheric exhausts at the RETF

and CRL facilities.For the initialtests the torch

(Fig.5)was mounted offthe top ofthe exhaust collector

inletface plate sectionand pointed downward with a

coolingshroud around itso that the torch itselfcould

not be seen with the low-intensity-lightcamera. The
shroud was installedbecause itwas not known at this

time how the torch would perform in an altitudeenvi-

ronment. With the shroud,coolingaircould be supplied
around the torch and the flame could be contained to

prevent possibledamage to the exhaust collectorhard-

ware. For thesetestsan axial-flowfan engine,which was

undergoing testingat thistime, was the testarticle.It

provided a high-velocityexhaust plume. The torchwas

fittedwith hydrogen and air orificediameters of 0.052

and 0.062 in.,respectively,and had an exitdiameter of

19/64 in. {Figs.2 and S). As at RETF and CRL the

hydrogen was suppliedto the torch at 55 psia and the

airat65 psia.This produced a flow rateof0.0006 Ib/sec

forhydrogen and 0.0087 Ib/secfor air.The overallf/a

ratiowas approximately 0.16.

The goal ofthistestwas to demonstrate the torch

operation,down to the operating ambient pressureof

2 psia that was envisioned for the PSL-A hypersonic

modificationdemonstration tests.Attempts to lightthe

torch at $ psia were unsuccessful.The test chamber

pressure was increased,and a successfullight was

achieved at 8 psia,which thus became the ambient

pressurefor torch llght-offin the future.A flame was

visibleafterthe torch was litat 8 psia,but the flame

became noticeably smaller as ambient pressure was

graduallyreduced.Below an ambient pressureof4 psia

difficultto igniteand burn beyond a localizedarea.The

flame from the initialtorch test was probably being

extinguishedassoon as itexitedthe torch.This implied

that even ifa good flame could be obtained from the

torch,therewas no guarantee that a hydrogen accumu-

lationpassing the torch would ignite,or that ifitdid,

the flame would propagate throughout the flammable

mixture. This was not a good indicationfor the success

of these torches at altitude conditions much above

30 000 ft {4pain). At this point two decisionswere

made. The firstwas to limit testingin PSL--4 to an

ambient pressureof approximately 5 psia.This would

not createa problem as long as the testarticleexhaust

nozzle remained choked. The second decisionwas to

modify the torchdesigntoseeifperformance {exitflame

size) could be improved at an ambient pressure of

5 psia.

Second Torch Tests

The modificationsto the torch that were required

to improve performance at altitudewere not readily

apparent. The originalRETF and CRL torchoperated

unchoked in those facilities.Itwas decided to fabricate

another RETF torch but with a converging-diverging

(C-D) exitnozzlehaving a throatdiameter of 19/64 in.

The torch would then be tested at unchoked, just-

choked, and hard-choked (definitelychoked) conditions.

The hydrogen and airorificediameters were changed to

0.067 and 0.060 in.,respectively.The f/a ratiowould be

varied from 0.09 to 0.185 for each operatingcondition

by varying supply pressures.In order to compare the

C--D torch testresultswith initialtorch performance,

the initialtorch'shydrogen and air orificediameters

were changed to 0.067 and 0.060 in.,respectively.This

enabled the torch tobe operated over the same range of

test conditionsas the C-D nozzle torch.The perform-

a flame was no longer visible,but a glow was vls_le, _nce data bases forboth could then be compared forthe

indicating that the torch was stilllit.As ambient

pressure was increasedabove 4 pain,the flame again

became distinctand was estimated to be about 5 in.

long.Slightdeviationsfrom a hydrogen supply pressure

of55 psiaand an airpressureof65 psiawere made with

no apparent effecton torch performance. A thermo-

couplegridwas then installeddownstream ofand inline

with the torchto determine ffthe flame was presentbut

not visible.The gridthermocouples showed no tempera-

tureriseduring minor hydrogen and airsupply pressure

excursions.The thermocouples on the torchranged from

1058 to 1568 °R with no discerniblecorrelationbetween

the temperature and any othervariable.

At this point a NASA Lewis employee, Erwin

Lezberg, who has had vast experiencewith hydrogen

combustion, was consulted.He indicatedthat below an

ambient pressureofabout 4 psia hydrogen isextremely

same operating conditionsand be used to make judg-

ments forfuturemodifications.The torchshroud,which

was found to be unnecessary,was removed in order to
have an unobstructed view of the torches.

The testmatrix that was performed on the initial
exhaust collectortorchwith the constant exitdiameter

of 19/64 in.startedwith an f/a ratioof0.185.As this

ratiowas decreased,the flame lengthened untilan f/a

ratioof0.I$ was reached.As thef/a ratiowas decreased

further,the flame grew smallerand torch exit ambient

temperatures rose.The trend was for the torch to run

hotter as the f/a ratiowas leaned toward the stoichio-

metric value of 0.0293,as was expected. The effectof

torch total pressure (air-supply-sidelevel), which

controlledthe unchoked, just-choked,and hard-choked

conditions,was less noticeable.The maximum torch

flame length was approximately 5 to 6 in.



The C-D torch performance was similar to that of

the constant-exit-diameter torch. For a given f/a ratio

and torch pressure level condition the C-D torch tem-

peratures were slightly lower and the flame was slightly

longer and noticeably wider. For this torch the flame

was approximately 7 in. long, and the torch exit ambi-

ent temperatures were approximately 1600 eR. The con-
sensus was that this flame from the C-D torch was

sufficient for the still-to-be-fabricated exhaust plenum

torches. These torches, which were located at the top of

the plenum, would have to extend through the water

jacket of the exhaust plenum. Therefore, the torch body
and the combustion tube had to be about 14 in. longer
than those at the exhaust collector inlet location. The

exhaust plenum velocities were expected to be consider-

ably less than those at the exhaust collector inlet

location, so that any hydrogen accumulations would

pocket in the top of the exhaust plenum and burn there.

In addition, adding 14 in. to the length of the C-D

torch was expected to have no effect on torch perform-

ance. This opinion was shared by the author of Ref. 12.

However, it seemed that a longer flaane would be
required for the exhaust collector inlet location in order

to get better flame impingement on or into the test
article exhaust and thereby increase the chance of

igniting any hydrogen passing by these flames.

Third Torch Tests

In order to acquire some data on how nozzle exit
diameter affects flame size, the initial torch exit diam-

eter was enlarged from 19/64 in. to 27/64 in. This

roughly doubled the exit area. So that this modified
torch could be tested over the same range of f/a ratios

(0.09 to 0.185) and the same conditions corresponding to

unchoked, just choked, and hard choked, the hydrogen
and air orifice diameters were enlarged to 0.1285 and

0.110 in., respectively. This torch, during the tests, also

got hotter as the f/a ratio was leaned, but the optimum
flame occurred at the higher f/a ratios of 0.15 to 0.185.

The flame on this torch was approximately 10 to 12 in.

long, and the torch temperatures at the exit were

roughly 1700 °R. This was an encouraging sign in that

the flame was getting bigger while the hydrogen flow

rate was still a very low 0.0020 lb/sec.

Fourth Torch Tests

The irwstexhaust plenum torch,which was 14 in.

longerthan the exhaust co]lectortorches,was fabricated

(Fig.7). This exhaust plenum torch had the stonesize
C--D exhaust nozslethroat diameter and orificediame-

tersthat were used to produce the 7-in.-longflame for

an f/a ratioof 0.13 when the torch was 14 in.shorter.

The 14-in.-longerexhaust plenum torch did not

perform the same as it had earlierat an f/a ratio of

0.13.At thisf/a ratiothe flame was not visibleon the

low-intensity-lightcamera. The f/a ratio was then

gradually reduced to 0.09, and a flame roughly 0 to 7 in.
long was produced, k was feltthat the added length of

the torch,with the longeraircoolingpassage,cooled the

torch enough to requirea lower (hotter)f/a ratioto

produce a visibleflame.Some furtherthought was now

requiredto determine what todo next with the exhaust

plenum torches.

Meanwhile, because drillingout the 8.75-in.-long

exhaust collectortorch to an exitdiameter of 27/64 in.

had significantlylengthened the flame,the thought was

to furtherenlargethe exitdiameter.To do thisand keep

a reasonablecontractionratiorequiredfabricatingmore

torcheswith the followingmodifications:(1)the torch

body was changed from 1-in.by 0.065-in.-walltubing to

1.50-in.by 0.065-in.-walltubing, (2)the innercombus-

tion tube diameter was changed from 0.75 in. to

1.25 in.,(3)the exitdiameter was enlargedto19/$2 in.,

(4)for easierstarting,two holes,each with a diameter

of 0.0025 in.,were added to the end cap ofthe combus-

tion tube to help mix the hydrogen with airbefore the

mixture reached the spark plug, (5) the hydrogen and

air orificediameters were enlarged to 0.159 and

0.1495 in.,respectively,seeFig. 8.

The new-sizetorcheswere testedfrom f/a ratiosof

0.12 to0.185,which had produced the bestflame length

(10 to 12 in.)earlier.However, the largertorch did not

produce much ofa visibleflame and ran quitehot,with

an exittemperature of 1800 "R. Varying the f/a ratio

from 0.12 to 0.185 had littleeffecton temperature or

flame size.At this point the way to proceed with the

torch modifications was not clear.Both the exhaust

plenum and exhaust collectortorch performance trends

were not the same as in earlier tests.

FifthTorch Tests

A decisionwas made to run threeexhaustcollector

torchesspaced 120° apart during the fn%h seriesoftests

in order to begin examining how multiple flame im-

pingement would be merectedby test articleexhaust

flow.During this seriesof teststhe exhaust collector

torcheswith exitdiameters of 27/04 and 19/$2 in.were

initiallytested.When the torch with the 19/32-in.exit

diameter was firstllt,a noticeablybigger flame was

present than had been achieved during the previous

tests.The f/a ratiowas approximately 0.24,a ratiothat

had not been testedprior to this.The f/a ratio was

reduced slowly to 0.15 to repeat the earliertestcondi-

tions.The torchperformance repeateditsearlierbehav-

ior,with the flame disappearing as the f/a ratio was



reduced. When the f/a ratio was increased back to 0.24,

the larger flame reappeared, and as the f/a ratio was
further increased to 0.28, the flame grew larger. At this

condition the flame was roughly 12 in. long.

When the 2T/B4-in.-exlt-diameter exhaust collector

torches were lit, they followed the same trends in that

increasing the f/a ratio produced a bigger flame. Again,

because f/a ratios greater than 0.185 had not been tested
earlier at this exit diameter, data were not available for

comparison.

One of the 19/32-in.-exit-diameter exhaust collec-
tor torches was then drilled out to an exit diameter of

49/84 in. in order to investigate this nozzle exit diame-
ter size. This torch repeated the trend of bigger flames

for higher f/a ratios, with the biggest flame at an f/a
ratio of 0.39. This condition produced a flame approxi-

mately 18 in. long and 4 in. wide. An added benefit of

running the torches at a higher f/a ratio was that the

torch exit temperatures were averaging 1600 °R, which

would lengthen torch life.

Sixth Torch Tests

Priortothesetorchtests,hardware fordemonstrat-

ing the PSI_-4 facilityhypersonicmodificationcapabUi-

ties had been installed,including the hot-pipe test

article.The hot pipe was nothing more than a hollow

flow duct having a fixed-geometryflow path integrated

with a fixed-areaexhaust nozzle.The test urticlewas

designateda hot piperatherthan a coldpipe because air

heated to 2260 °R or more would flow through it.

The exhaust collectorand plenum torches,which

were soon tobe installedforthe hypersonicmodification

tests,requiredsome finalevaluationson how they would

perform with and without airflowing through the hot

pipe.Three exhaust collectortorcheswere installedcir-

cumferentiallyat 120° intervalsto impinge on the hot-

pipe exhaust flow. All three torches had 1.50-in.-

diameter torch bodies and 1.25-in.-diametercombustor

tubes.All torch exitdiameters were 49/64 in. The air

and hydrogen orificediameters were 0.1495 and

0.159 in.,respectively(Fig.9). These torch testswere

performed without hot-pipe airflowbut with a testcell

coolingairflowof 80 Ib/sec.

All torcheswere litsuccessfullyatan ambient pres-

sureof 8 psia.Ambient pressurewas reduced to 5 psia,

and the torch f/a ratioswere set at 0.39. All torches

produced flames approximately 18 in. long. When

viewed from the facilityperiscope camera, which was

located in the facilityexhaust plenum and pointed

upstream toward the testchamber, the flameswere seen

toreach tothe centerlineofthe hot-pipeexhaust nozzle.

Further testswith the exhaust plenum torchwere

then performed.The hydrogen orificediameter remained

at 0.067 in.,but the air orificediameter was enlarged

from 0.060 to0.110 in.The objectwas to testthe torch

at higherf/a ratiostodetermine ff the exitflame would

become largeras ithad forthe exhaustcollectortorches.

A higherf/a ratioon thistorchdid not produce a bigger

flame, but the exit thermocouples indicated that the

torch ran cool.Again by lowering the f/a ratioto 0.09,

a maximum flame length of approximately 7 in. was

generated.

Seventh (Final)Torch Tests

The last exhaust collectortorch test involved

combustion airflowthrough the hot pipe. The three

exhaust collectortorchesthat had been run without

combustion airflowwere used again.After the torches

were lit at 8 psin, the hydrogen and air operating

pressures were set at 27.7 and 21.2 psia, respectively.
This produced a hydrogen flow of 0.0027 lb/secand an

airflowof 0.0069 Ib/secto each torch,resultingin an

overallf/a ratioof0.$9.The testcellcoolingairflowwas

set at 80 Ib/see.The flames ofthe torchesdid not meet

at the hot-pipecenterlinebut were bent and spread out

in the exhaust flow directionwhile definitelyimpinging

on the hot-pipe exhaust flow. A visibleflame was still

presentto such an extent that itwould probably light

any flammable mixture ofhydrogen and air.

The exhaust plenum torch was then tested again

but without the hot-pipe flow because gas mixtures

flowing past its flame in the exhaust plenum would be

at a much lower velocity. The hydrogen and air orifices

remained at 0.067 and 0.110 in., respectively, but the
exit throat diameter had been drilled out to 27/64 in. in

order to evaluate the effect on torch performance. This

modification to the exhaust plenum torch appeared to

improve its performance in that at an operating overall

f/a ratio of 0.14 a flame approximately 8 in. long was
produced, and torch thermocouple temperatures were

approximately 1300 °R. For this f/a ratio the operating

pressures were 53.2 psia for the hydrogen and 3T.2 psia
for the air, producing a hydrogen flow of 0.00093 lb/sec

and an airflow of 0.0066 lb/sec.

From the resultsofthesetestsitwas feltthat the

exhaust collectorand exhaust plenum finaltorchconfig-

urationswould be adequate fortheirpurpose ofburning

offflammable mixtures of hydrogen and airduring the

PSL--4 hypersonic modification demonstration tests.

However, operational problems developed with the

longer (22.75in.)exhaust plenum torches.Combustor

tube warpage, a burned-off combustor tube at the

upstream cooling holes,and spark plug damage oc-

curred. No such daanage was experienced with the



shorter (8.75 in.) exhaust collector torches. Apparently

the longer exhaust plenum torches operated with much

higher temperatures in the interior, where the hydrogen-
air initial combustion occurs, resulting in excessive

thermal stresses and burnthrough. Because the long

torch failed, a decision was made to use the shorter

exhaust collector torches in the exhaust plenum. Stain-

less steel wells or buckets were designed to penetrate the

14-in.-thick water-cooling jacket of the exhaust plenum

walls upstream of the primary cooler to accommodate
the shorter exhaust collector torches. The feedthroughs

at the exit of the spray cooler section were also short-
ened to utilize the shorter exhaust collector torches at

this location.

monitor and maintain, and performed well at altitude

pressures from sea level to 4 psia.

.

.
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